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Climate change, the energy crisis, nuclear proliferation—many of the most urgent problems of the twenty-first
century require scientific solutions, yet America is paying less and less attention to scientists. For every five hours
of cable news, less than one minute is devoted to science, and the number of newspapers with science sections has
shrunk from ninety-five to thirty-three in the last twenty years. In Unscientific America, journalist and best-selling
author Chris Mooney and scientist Sheril Kirshenbaum explain this dangerous state of affairs, proposing a broad
array of initiatives that could reverse the current trend. An impassioned call to arms, Unscientific America exhorts
Americans to reintegrate science into public discourse—before it is too late.

Gordian Knot Trepper & Katz Impact Books
It is off to Italy for Mimi and Papa and their two grandchildren, Christina and Grant. Mimi
The Destiny of Modern Societies Basic Books
is writing a new mystery set in Italy. Papa is going to visit an old friend. It does not take
From its earliest centuries, one of the most notable features of Christianity has been the veneration of long for a mystery to unfold as Christina discovers a puzzling advertisement in an Italian
the saints—the holy dead. This ambitious history tells the fascinating story of the cult of the saints
newspaper. Christina, Grant and their two new friends Luigi and Francesca look for
from its origins in the second-century days of the Christian martyrs to the Protestant Reformation.
clues while exploring Italy on fast scooters and floating gondolas. The kids get caught
Robert Bartlett examines all of the most important aspects of the saints—including miracles, relics,
up in the middle of Carnivale holiday festivities as they solve the crime.
Radical Evolution Crown
pilgrimages, shrines, and the saints' role in the calendar, literature, and art. The book explores the
Writing more than one hundred years ago, African American scholar W.E.B. Du Bois speculated that the great
central role played by the bodies and body parts of saints, and the special treatment these relics
dilemma of the twentieth century would be the problem of "the color line." Nowhere was the dilemma of racial
received. From the routes, dangers, and rewards of pilgrimage, to the saints' impact on everyday life,
discrimination more entrenched-and more complex-than South Africa. Gordian Knot examines South Africa's
Bartlett's account is an unmatched examination of an important and intriguing part of the religious
freedom struggle in the years surrounding African decolonization, using the global apartheid debate to explore
life of the past—as well as the present.
the way new nation-states changed the international community during the mid-twentieth century. At the
Albion's Seed HarperCollins
A groundbreaking new history of the United States, showing how Christian faith and
the pursuit of petroleum fueled America's rise to global power and shaped today's
political clashes Anointed with Oil places religion and oil at the center of American
history. As prize-winning historian Darren Dochuk reveals, from the earliest
discovery of oil in America during the Civil War, citizens saw oil as the nation's
special blessing and its peculiar burden, the source of its prophetic mission in the
world. Over the century that followed and down to the present day, the oil industry's
leaders and its ordinary workers together fundamentally transformed American
religion, business, and politics -- boosting America's ascent as the preeminent global
power, giving shape to modern evangelical Christianity, fueling the rise of the
Republican Right, and setting the terms for today's political and environmental
debates. Ranging from the Civil War to the present, from West Texas to Saudi Arabia
to the Alberta Tar Sands, and from oil-patch boomtowns to the White House, this is a
sweeping, magisterial book that transforms how we understand our nation's history.
A History of the American People Vintage

highpoint of decolonization, South Africa's problems shaped a transnational conversation about nationhood.
Arguments about racial justice, which crested as Europe relinquished imperial control of Africa and the
Caribbean, elided a deeper contest over the meaning of sovereignty, territoriality, and development. Based on
research in African, American, and European archives, Gordian Knot advances a bold new interpretation about
African decolonization's relationship to American power. In so doing, it promises to shed light on U.S. foreign
relations with the Third World and recast understandings of the fate of liberal internationalism after World War
II.
Socrates Cafe: A Fresh Taste of Philosophy Basic Books
In the first comprehensive history of American evangelicalism to appear in a generation, Matthew Sutton shows
how charismatic Protestant preachers, anticipating the end of the world, paradoxically transformed it. Narrating
the story from the perspective of the faithful, he shows how apocalyptic thinking influences the American
mainstream today.

Anointed with Oil Vintage
Two bestselling authors first met in a televised Caltech debate on “the future of God,” one an articulate
advocate for spirituality, the other a prominent physicist. This remarkable book is the product of that
serendipitous encounter and the contentious—but respectful—clash of worldviews that grew along with
their friendship. In War of the Worldviews these two great thinkers battle over the cosmos, evolution
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and life, the human brain, and God, probing the fundamental questions that define the human experience.
How did the universe emerge? What is the nature of time? What is life? Did Darwin go wrong? What
makes us human? What is the connection between mind and brain? Is God an illusion? This
extraordinary book will fascinate millions of readers of science and spirituality alike, as well as anyone
who has ever asked themselves, What does it mean that I am alive?

us all.

The Sacred Project of American Sociology Oxford University Press, USA
The must-read summary of Kevin Phillips's book: "American Theocracy: The Peril and Politics
of Radical Religion, Oil, and Borrowed Money in the 21st Century". This complete summary of
"American Theocracy" by Kevin Phillips, a political commentator and former Republican
The Emerging Republican Majority Oxford University Press
strategist before becoming disaffected with the party, outlines his view that the Republican
Victor Gold wants his party back. Gold is the former press aide to Barry Goldwater and the former speechwriter
majority under the Bush administration undermined America's security and global position. He
and senior advisor for George H. W. Bush. He is incensed that the Neo-Cons and the Evangelical Right have
betrayed the ideals of the conservative cause. Now he's fighting back. A Republican insider for 40 years, Gold is claims that fiscal irresponsibility, radical Christianity and the refusal to deal with the oil crisis
slowly edged the nation to the point of crisis. A compelling account of what Phillips believes is
ready to tell all about the war being waged for the GOP's soul, the elder Bush's opinion of his son's presidency,
the significance of the Democratic resurgence, and how Goldwater would have reacted to it all. Among Gold's
serious misgovernment on the part of the GOP. Added-value of this summary: - Save time explosive disclosures is the truth about Cheney's manipulation of George W., and the chilling, puppet-like role of Understand the policies and actions of the Republican party and their consequences on America the President amongst Neo- and Theo-Conservatives. "Entertaining, provocative . . . Mr. Gold is on to
Expand your knowledge of American politics, economics and society To learn more, read
something." -The Washington Times "For those disillusioned with the state of the GOP, this quick,
"American Theocracy" and discover Phillips's uncompromising view of the shortcomings of the
uncompromising polemic provides substantial support, along with a large dose of cold comfort." -Publishers
Weekly "Like his political mentor Barry Goldwater, Gold pulls no verbal punches in telling the story of how the Bush administration.
Why the Christian Right Is Wrong Penguin (Non-Classics)
One of the most important and controversial books in modern American politics, The Emerging
Republican Majority (1969) explained how Richard Nixon won the White House in 1968—and why the
Republicans would go on to dominate presidential politics for the next quarter century. Rightly or
The Right to Be Wrong Back Bay Books
wrongly, the book has widely been seen as a blueprint for how Republicans, using the so-called
For more than thirty years, Kevin Phillips' insight into American politics and economics has helped to
Southern Strategy, could build a durable winning coalition in presidential elections. Certainly, Nixon's
make history as well as record it. His bestselling books, including The Emerging Republican Majority
election marked the end of a "New Deal Democratic hegemony" and the beginning of a conservative
(1969) and The Politics of Rich and Poor (1990), have influenced presidential campaigns and changed
realignment encompassing historically Democratic voters from the South and the Florida-to-California
the way America sees itself. Widely acknowledging Phillips as one of the nation's most perceptive
"Sun Belt," in the book’s enduring coinage. In accounting for that shift, Kevin Phillips showed how two
thinkers, reviewers have called him a latter-day Nostradamus and our "modern Thomas Paine." Now, in decades and more of social and political changes had created enormous opportunities for a resurgent
the first major book of its kind since the 1930s, he turns his attention to the United States' history of
conservative Republican Party. For this new edition, Phillips has written a preface describing his view of
great wealth and power, a sweeping cavalcade from the American Revolution to what he calls "the
the book, its reception, and how its analysis was borne out in subsequent elections. A work whose legacy
Second Gilded Age" at the turn of the twenty-first century. The Second Gilded Age has been staggering and influence are still fiercely debated, The Emerging Republican Majority is essential reading for
enough in its concentration of wealth to dwarf the original Gilded Age a hundred years earlier. However, anyone interested in American politics or history.
the tech crash and then the horrible events of September 11, 2001, pointed out that great riches are as
The 15% Solution W. W. Norton
vulnerable as they have ever been. In Wealth and Democracy, Kevin Phillips charts the ongoing
Do you ever wonder if there’s a connection between the corruption scandals in the news and the
American saga of great wealth–how it has been accumulated, its shifting sources, and its ups and downs steady decline in the quality of life for millions of Americans? Do you ever wonder what
over more than two centuries. He explores how the rich and politically powerful have frequently worked
corporations get for the millions of dollars they pour into the American political system? Do you
together to create or perpetuate privilege, often at the expense of the national interest and usually at the
ever think the government has been hijacked by forces hostile to average Americans? Do you
expense of the middle and lower classes. With intriguing chapters on history and bold analysis of presentday America, Phillips illuminates the dangerous politics that go with excessive concentration of wealth. ever want to fight back? Millions of Americans lack health care and millions more struggle to
afford it. Politicians claim they care, then pass legislation that just sends more cash to the HMOs.
Profiling wealthy Americans–from Astor to Carnegie and Rockefeller to contemporary wealth
Wages have been stagnant for thirty years, even as corporate profits skyrocket. Politicians say
holders–Phillips provides fascinating details about the peculiarly American ways of becoming and
staying a multimillionaire. He exposes the subtle corruption spawned by a money culture and financial they want to fix the problem and then pass bills written by lobbyists that drive wages even lower
and punish those crushed by debt. Jobs are being shipped overseas, pensions are being cut, and
power, evident in economic philosophy, tax favoritism, and selective bailouts in the name of free
enterprise, economic stimulus, and national security. Finally, Wealth and Democracy turns to the history energy is becoming unaffordable. And our government, more concerned about maintaining its
of Britain and other leading world economic powers to examine the symptoms that signaled their
corporate sponsorship than protecting its citizens, does nothing about it. In Hostile Takeover,
declines–speculative finance, mounting international debt, record wealth, income polarization, and
David Sirota, a major new voice in American politics, seeks to open the eyes of ordinary
disgruntled politics–signs that we recognize in America at the start of the twenty-first century. In a time Americans to the fact that corporate interests have undermined democracy, aided and abetted by
of national crisis, Phillips worries that the growing parallels suggest the tide may already be turning for their lackeys in our allegedly representative government. At a time when more and more of
Bush Cheney White House has made a mockery of the conservative values it claims to uphold." -Frank
Mankiewicz, former press secretary to Robert Kennedy and George McGovern's campaign manager "Victor Gold
unleashes a bitter yet comic blend of ferocity and ridicule at the neo-conservatives and theocrats who have taken
over his party." -Jules Witcover
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America’s major political leaders are being indicted or investigated for corruption, Sirota takes
Deneen argues in this provocative book, liberalism is built on a foundation of contradictions: it
readers on a journey that shows how all of this nefarious behavior happened right under our
trumpets equal rights while fostering incomparable material inequality; its legitimacy rests on
noses—and how the high-profile scandals are merely one product of a political system and debate consent, yet it discourages civic commitments in favor of privatism; and in its pursuit of
wholly owned by Big Money interests. Sirota considers major public issues that feel
individual autonomy, it has given rise to the most far-reaching, comprehensive state system in
intractable—like spiraling health care costs, the outsourcing of jobs, the inequities of the tax code, human history. Here, Deneen offers an astringent warning that the centripetal forces now at work
and out-of-control energy prices—and shows how in each case workable solutions are buried
on our political culture are not superficial flaws but inherent features of a system whose success is
under the lies of lobbyists, the influence of campaign cash, and the ubiquitous spin machine
generating its own failure.
financed by Big Business. With fiery passion, pinpoint wit, and lucid analysis, Hostile Takeover White Evangelical Racism Harper Perennial
"I join the ranks of those who are angry, because I have watched as the faith I love has been taken over
reveals the true enemies of reform and their increasingly sophisticated—and hostile—tactics. It’s an
essential guidebook for those of us tired of the government selling us out—and determined to take by fundamentalists who claim to speak for Jesus but whose actions are anything but Christian." —Robin
Meyers, from his "Speech Heard Round the World" Millions of Americans are outraged at the Bush
our country back. Also available as an eBook
Wealth and Democracy Harmony
Everyone knows that Washington is completely out of touch with the rest of the country. Now Kevin Phillips,
whose bestselling books have prophesied the major watersheds of American party politics, tells us why.
Washington - mired in bureaucracy, captured by the money power of Wall Street, and dominated by 90,000
lobbyists, 60,000 lawyers, and the largest concentration of special interests the world has ever seen - has become
the albatross that Thomas Jefferson and our other Founding Fathers feared: a swollen capital city feeding off the
country it should be governing. Throughout most of our history, the genius of American politics was that ballot
revolutions every generation swept out failed establishments and created new ones. Now that can no longer
happen. Feared and even hated by a majority of the citizenry, "Permanent Washington" has dug in. Using history
as a chilling warning, Kevin Phillips parallels the present atrophy to that of formerly mighty and arrogant capitals
like Rome, Madrid, andAmsterdam.,Unchecked, Washington will - like other great powers before it - lead the
country to its inevitable decline and fall. To work again, Washington must be purged and revitalized. In his
unique blueprint for a political upheaval, Kevin Phillips puts Washington on notice by sounding a cry for
immediate action, offering us a wide variety of remedies - some quasi-revolutionary, others more moderate, but
all sure to be controversial.

Hostile Takeover Encounter Books
Most Americans believe the United States had been an isolationist power until the twentieth
century. This is wrong. In a riveting and brilliantly revisionist work of history, Robert Kagan,
bestselling author of Of Paradise and Power, shows how Americans have in fact steadily been
increasing their global power and influence from the beginning. Driven by commercial,
territorial, and idealistic ambitions, the United States has always perceived itself, and been seen
by other nations, as an international force. This is a book of great importance to our
understanding of our nation’s history and its role in the global community.

administration's domestic and foreign policies and even angrier that the nation's religious conservatives
have touted these policies as representative of moral values. Why the Christian Right Is Wrong is a
rousing manifesto that will ignite the collective conscience of all whose faith and values have been
misrepresented by the Christian Right. Praise for Why the Christian Right Is Wrong: "In the pulpit,
Robin Meyers is the new generation's Harry Emerson Fosdick, George Buttrick, and Martin Luther
King. In these pages, you will find a stirring message for our times, from a man who believes that God's
love is universal, that the great Jewish prophets are as relevant now as in ancient times, and that the
Jesus who drove the money changers from the Temple may yet inspire us to embrace justice and
compassion as the soul of democracy. This is not a book for narrow sectarian minds; read it, and you
will want to change the world." —Bill Moyers "In this book, a powerful and authentic religious voice
from America's heartland holds up a mirror to the Bush administration and its religious allies. The result
is a vision of Orwellian proportions in which values are inverted and violence, hatred, and bigotry are
blessed by one known as 'The Prince of Peace,' who called us to love our enemies. If you treasure this
country and tremble over its present direction, this book is a must-read!" —John Shelby Spong author,
The Sins of Scripture: Exposing the Bible's Texts of Hate to Reveal the God of Love "This is a timely
warning and a clarion call to the church to recover the Gospel of Jesus Christ and to a great nation to
resist the encroachment of the Christian Right and of Christian fascism. Many of us in other parts of the
world are praying fervently that these calls will be heeded." —Archbishop Desmond Tutu
No god but God (Updated Edition) Oxford University Press
"Written as 'true fiction' The 15% Solution's primary purpose is to show how fascism can be gradually
introduced into any country, even the 'world's greatest democracy', and by constitutional means, no
less"-- p. [4] cover.

Unscientific America Springer Nature
Look around you and think for a minute: Is America too crowded? For years, we have been warned about the
looming danger of overpopulation: people jostling for space on a planet that’s busting at the seams and running
out of oil and food and land and everything else. It’s all bunk. The “population bomb” never exploded. Instead,
statistics from around the world make clear that since the 1970s, we’ve been facing exactly the opposite
problem: people are having too few babies. Population growth has been slowing for two generations. The
world’s population will peak, and then begin shrinking, within the next fifty years. In some countries, it’s
The Mystery at the Roman Colosseum Harvard University Press
already started. Japan, for instance, will be half its current size by the end of the century. In Italy, there are
"One of the most important political books of 2018."—Rod Dreher, American Conservative Of thealready more deaths than births every year. China’s One-Child Policy has left that country without enough
three dominant ideologies of the twentieth century—fascism, communism, and liberalism—only women to marry its men, not enough young people to support the country’s elderly, and an impending population
contraction that has the ruling class terrified. And all of this is coming to America, too. In fact, it’s already here.
the last remains. This has created a peculiar situation in which liberalism’s proponents tend to
Middle-class Americans have their own, informal one-child policy these days. And an alarming number of
forget that it is an ideology and not the natural end-state of human political evolution. As Patrick upscale professionals don’t even go that far—they have dogs, not kids. In fact, if it weren’t for the wave of
The Shock Doctrine Yale University Press
This text shows counter-intuitively, that the secular enterprise that everyday sociology appears to be pursuing is
actually not what is really going on at sociology's deepest level. Sociology today is in fact animated by sacred
impulses, driven by sacred commitments, and serves a sacred project. The book re-asserts a vision for what
sociology is most important for, in contrast with its current commitments, and calls sociologists back to a more
honest, fair, and healthy vision of its purpose.
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immigration we experienced over the last thirty years, the United States would be on the verge of shrinking, too.
What happened? Everything about modern life—from Bugaboo strollers to insane college tuition to government
regulations—has pushed Americans in a single direction, making it harder to have children. And making the people
who do still want to have children feel like second-class citizens. What to Expect When No One’s Expecting
explains why the population implosion happened and how it is remaking culture, the economy, and politics both
at home and around the world. Because if America wants to continue to lead the world, we need to have more
babies.
Arrogant Capital Sourcebooks, Inc.
The author of The Politics of Rich and Poor presents a thoughtful examination of frustration and decline in
America's middle class. Reprint. 35,000 first printing; $25,000 ad/promo. Tour.
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